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VAP Rubber Wheels
VAP-AB-0001

Green Knife Edge 5/8"

VAP-AB-0002
Green Knife Edge
7/8"
Fast Cutting Silicon Carbide abrasive combined with a moderately
flexible rubber.Standard for scratch removal & polishing.

VAP-AB-0003
White Square Edge
5/8"
VAP-AB-0004
White Square Edge 7/8"
Light Cutting utilizing Aluminium Oxide abrasive and leave a smooth
finish. Very soft and flexible.
Maximum operating speed for above whls - 20000rpm.
B

VAP Silicon Rubber
Wheels
VAP-AB-0005
Brown Square Edge
7/8"
Light Cutting silicon rubberised abrasive leaves a smooth finish. Very
soft and flexible.
VAP-AB-0006
Green Square Edge
7/8"
For pre-polishing . Very soft and flexible.
VAP-AB-0007
White Square Edge
7/8"
VAP-AB-0060
White Knife Edge
7/8"
Fast cutting wheel that takes out scratches,parting linesand burs
leaving a smooth finish with no flats or dusty residue.
VAP-AB-0008
Pink Square Edge
7/8"
VAP-AB-0073
Pink Square Edge
5/8"
Produces an ultra high shine on gold .
VAP-AB-0061
Black Square Edge
7/8"
VAP-AB-0062
Black Knife Edge
7/8"
Fast cutting wheel that takes out scratches,parting linesand burs
leaving a smooth finish with no flats or dusty residue.

C

VAP Silicon Rubber Rods
VAP-AB-0009
Dark Brown Silicon Polisher
3mm
VAP-AB-0010
Dark Brown Silicon Polisher 2mm
Medium cutting Silicon Rods used for scratch removal in hard to reach
areas .Can be dressed to a point.
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VAP-AB-0011Brown Silicon Polisher 3mm
VAP-AB-0012Brown Silicon Polisher 2mm
Light cutting Silicon Rods used for smoothing
and polishing inside settings and in hardto- reach areas .Leaves a smooth finish.
Can be dressed to a point.
VAP-AB-0013Green Silicon Polisher 3mm
VAP-AB-0014Green Silicon Polisher 2mm
High Shine Polishing Silicon Rods.
VAP-AB-0089Dark Gray Silicon Polisher 3mm
VAP-AB-0090Dark Gray Silicon Polisher 2mm
Coarse cutting Silicon Rods used for scratch
removal in hard to reach areas .Can be dressed to a point.
DVAP Rubber Rod Mandrels
VAP-AB-0015Mandrel for Pol. Rods 3mm
VAP-AB-0016Mandrel for Pol. Rods 2mm
EVAP Rubber Cyliners
VAP-AB-0017Brown Cylinder L22mm
Light Cutting silicon rubberised abrasive
leaves a smooth finish.
VAP-AB-0018Green Cylinder L22mm
High Shine Polishing silicon rubberised
abrasive leaves a shiny gloss finish.
F MANDRELS
VAP-AB-0063Screw Mandrel (Imported)
VAP-AB-0019Screw Mandrel (Indian) Thin
VAP-AB-0020Split Mandrel (Indian)
VAP-AB-0021Tapered Thread Mandrel (Indian)
VAP-AB-0163Screw Mandrel (Indian) Thick
Use in handpieces and in hand grinders for holding
items such as felt wheels, rubberised wheels,
brushes, cylinders etc.
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VAP Mounted Points
VAP-AB-0022
Brown Mtd Point 15.5mm
VAP-AB-0023
Brown Mtd Point 16mm
VAP-AB-0076
Econo Brown Mtd Point 16mm
VAP-AB-0077
Econo Brown Mtd Point 15.5mm
VAP-AB-0074
Brown Mtd Knife 5/8"
VAP-AB-0075
Brown Mtd Sq. Edge 5/8"
Light Cutting silicon rubberised abrasive leaves a smooth finish.
VAP-AB-0024
Green Mtd Point 15.5mm
VAP-AB-0025
Green Mtd Point 16mm
VAP-AB-0134
Econo Green Mtd Point 16mm
VAP-AB-0135
Econo Green Mtd Point 15.5mm
VAP-AB-0132
Green Mtd Knife 5/8"
VAP-AB-0133
Green Mtd Sq. Edge 5/8"
High Shine Polishing silicon rubberised
abrasive leaves a shiny gloss finish.

H

Premium Rubber Pumice Wheels
VAP-AB-0026
GK-9 Knife Edge 5/8"
Best selling pumice abrasive for cutting,
deburring parting lines, shaping and polishing metal.
A must for finishing after stone setting.
Leaves a smooth finish on soft metals.

I

Rubber SIC
VAP-AB-0027
Grey Cylinder 1/4"x7/8"
All purpose, hard rubberised abrasive, gray in color.
Contains high Shine Polishing silicon rubberised
abrasive leaves a shiny gloss finish.

J

Brightboy Wheels
VAP-AB-0028
Wheel Size 4" x1/4"
VAP-AB-0029
Wheel Size 4" x 1/2"
Use in polishing motor ,ideal for scratch removal,
parting lines and flash from casted pieces.
Made of Aluminium Oxide with a resilient rubber bond .
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GRX Wheels & Bullets
VAP-AB-0030
Green Wheel Size 4" x 1/2"
80grit
VAP-AB-0031
Green Wheel Size 4" x 1/2"
150grit
VAP-AB-0064
Green Wheel Size 6" x 1"
80grit
An innovative abrasive product for fast grinding and superb surface finish. Use
80grit wheel for sprue removal and the 150grit wheel for removing file marks
and light scratches. The 150grit leaves very smooth surface finish and one could
go direct to tripoli completely bypassing the sanding operation.
VAP-AB-0032
Green Mtd Bullet(Kulfi) Buff 150 G
VAP-AB-0107
Green Mtd Bullet(Kulfi) Buff 80
G
Our most popular and best selling product for cleaning of inside ring shanks and
heads.Leaves surface very smooth that can be sent direct to polish.

L

Beartex Wheels
VAP-AB-0033
Wheel Size 6" x
1"
A loose, nonwoven fiber with abrasive grain mixed throughout. Files surface
without much metal removal and also advantage of metal not sticking to the
grinding surface. Can also be used to impart a satin finish on gold.

M

Emery Polishing Paper
VAP-AB-0034
SIA Grit 0 Size 9" x
11"
VAP-AB-0035
SIA Grit 1 Size 9" x
11"
VAP-AB-0036
SIA Grit 3 Size 9" x
11"
This emery paper is glue bonded on flexible,light weight paper ideal for dry
polishing, lapping and scratch removal. Easily conforms to all shapes & angles.
Can be wrapped on stick, mandrel .

N

Snap-On Discs & Mandrel
VAP-AB-0037
Moore's Adalox Size 7/8"
Medium
VAP-AB-0108
Moore's Adalox Size 7/8"
Fine
VAP-AB-0109
Moore's Adalox Size 7/8"
Coarse
VAP-AB-0158
Snap - On Mandrel 3/32"
Shank
Resin bonded onto thin,flexible paper backed discs.Not as aggressive as emery
discs.

O

Polishing Compounds Gesswein
VAP-AB-0038
Compound Greystar Big
Bar
VAP-AB-0068
Compound Greystar Small Bar
Aggressive, dry compound for removing deep scratches, yet leaves a uniform
finish. Excellent for brass, gold, silver and stainless steel.
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VAP-AB0039 Compound NYC Tripoli
For fast cutting on soft metals such as aluminum, brass, gold and
silver. Khaki in color. Sticks well to laps and brushes. Often used in
place of Tripoli.
VAP-AB-0040 Compound Tripoli
Standard brown compound for cutting down and removing scratches
from soft metals such as gold, silver, aluminum and brass. Leaves
surface scratch-free but dull in appearance.
VAP-AB-0041 Compound 4X White Diamond
A medium cut-and-color compound for soft metals such as gold, silver
and brass.
VAP-AB-0042
Compound Red Rouge
Small
VAP-AB-0152
Compound Red Rouge
Big
Imparts extremely high luster on soft metals. The industry standard
for producing the final finish. For gold, silver, brass and all
nonferrous metals.
VAP-AB-0043
Compound Green
Rouge
Produces an extremely high luster on chrome, stainless steel, silver,
platinum, white gold and rhodium.
VAP-AB-0044
Compound Lustre Bar
1lb
Produces very high luster finish on all metals as well as plastics.Will
remove light scratches, yet leaves a bright mirror finish. Supplied in
peel-back cardboard tube.
VAP-AB-0045
Compound Yellow Glow
1lb
For ultra-bright final finish on yellow gold. A premium quality rouge
that works well on most metals except silver. Has a very light cutting
action yet leaves a high luster finish. Less greasy and cleaner to use
than rouges.
Tube in peel-away container.
VAP-AB-0046
Compound White 1500
7/8lb
Medium cutting compound for platinum. Removes light scratches
and prepares surface for final polishing.
VAP-AB-0047
Compound White 8000
1/2lb
Polishing compound for ultrawhite high shine on
platinum.
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VAP-AB-0048
Compound Platinum Sampler Set
Money-saving sampling of 4 of our new platinum buffing
compounds. Includes Gray 800 compound for removing
surfaceroughness, White 1500 compound for removing light
scratches, White 8000 compound for ultra-bright high shine
and Carrot compound for polishing and coloring. Set weighs
approximately 3.4 lb.
VAP-AB-0049
Compd. Water Soluble Set
A money-saving set of 4 of our most popular Water Soluble
Compounds. Includes GrayStar for fast removal of deep
scratches, Tripoli for cutting and removing light
scratches,Green Rouge for high luster on white gold and
platinum, and our Premium Red Rouge for an ultra-high
finish on yellow gold and other precious metals.Four 1lb.
bars.
VAP-AB-0069
Hatho Pre-Polishing Compound
Polistar polishing compound useful for all precious metals
and sterling silver .
VAP-AB-0070
Hatho Emulsion Polishing Liquid
High Shine Emulsion useful for all precious metals and
sterling silver . 125 ml
P

VAP-AB-0050
Polishing Pastes
A paste polish which produces a beautiful high finish with very
little effort. Simply rub on with a soft cloth and rub off to
obtain a brilliant luster. Makes chain polishing easy! Removes
tarnish, dirt and oils, and generally renews polished metal
surfaces. It leaves a protective film which retards oxidation.
Simichrome works well on gold, silver, brass, bronze,
chromium, aluminum and countless other similar metals. It’s
an excellent polish for renewing the finish on antique jewelry.
Simichrome is also used to charge dry polishing medias (such
as crushed cob) for tumbling. Color: pink.

Q

VAP-AB-0051
Dia. Mounted Points
Diamond particles are electroplated onto stainless steel
excellent for cleanup work, satin finish etc. Available as a
10Pc,20Pc or 30Pc Set of assorted shapes.

R

Core Drills
VAP-AB-0052
1.5mm
VAP-AB-0103
2mm
VAP-AB-0104
2.5mm
VAP-AB-0105
3mm
VAP-AB-0106
5mm
Used to cut holes in stones ,ceramics and glass w/o chipping.
Use water or light oil as lubricant. Available in sizes from 1
mm to 5 mm.
kk
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VAP-AB-0053 Cera Sticks
Each stick consists of a block of Cera abrasive mounted on a plastic
holder. Material and holder are both flexible, so they conform well to
irregular surfaces and hard-to-reach areas. Three slots on back of holder
serve as convenient hacksaw guides for removing tip of Cera material
once worn. Blocks measure 2 3/4”L x 3/8”W x 1/4”T. Sticks measure 7”
overall length. Available in a set of all five grits.
Coarser grits (red, blue) cut quickly; medium (green, purple) remove light
scratches; fine (orange) removes fine scratches and leaves a smooth
finish that is ready for polishing.

T

3M® Radial Bristle Disc Sets
An exciting advance in abrasive discs developed by 3M especially for
jewelers.
Use for cleaning, pre-polishing, blending and removing scratches and
firescale. Excellent for gold, silver, copper, pewter and brass.
Each 6" disc, consists of eight stacked discs mounted on a plastic hub.
Includes adapters for 3Z8", 1Z2", 5Z8" and 3Z4" arbors. Tapered
spindle adapter sold separately.
Color Application
Yellow Removal of scratches and firescale
White Texturing, light cleaning
Red
Removal of light scratches and oxides
Blue
Blending, pre-polishing
Pink
Very light cleaning, pre-polishing
Peach Polishing
Light Green
Polishing
Set of 22 contains one hub, and three each of either the 2", or the 3",
Radial Bristle Discs. ** Specify colour/grit when ordering.
VAP-AB-0054

3M Bristle Disc Wheel 6" Blue # 400

VAP-AB-0055

3M Bristle Disc Set 2 inch

VAP-AB-0056

3M Bristle Disc Set 3 inch

VAP-AB-0083

3M Bristle Disc Wheel 6" Yellow # 80

VAP-AB-0084

3M Bristle Disc Wheel 6" White # 120

VAP-AB-0085

3M Bristle Disc Wheel 6" Red # 220

VAP-AB-0086

3M Bristle Disc Wheel 6" Peach # 6 micron

VAP-AB-0087

3M Bristle Disc Whl 6" Lt Green # 1 micron

VAP-AB-0112

3M Bristle Disc 1 inch White

VAP-AB-0113
VAP-AB-0114
VAP-AB-0115
VAP-AB-0116
VAP-AB-0136

3M Bristle Disc 3/4 inch Blue
3M Bristle Disc Set 3/4 inch
3M Bristle Disc 2 inch Yellow w/hub
3M Bristle Disc 3/4 inch Lt Green
3M Bristle Disc 2 inch Lt Green w/hub
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Satin Finish Buffs

VAP-AB-0057
2 Ply 4" Dia x 3/16" AH.
VAP-AB-0058
3 Ply 4" Dia x 3/16" AH.
VAP-AB-0072
Grey 6" x 1" UF-1 wheel.
VAP-AB-0117
Grey 6" x 1" UF-3 wheel.
VAP-AB-0118
Grey 6" x 1" UF-5 wheel.
VAP-AB-0119
Grey 6" x 1" UF-8 wheel.
Made of a stiff, nonwoven material, Satin Finish Buffs have
abrasive embedded in a red synthetic filber. They produce a
beautiful satin finish and conform to a wide variety of surface
contours. Available in either 2-ply or 3-ply with leather
center.
All measure 4" diameter with 3/16" arbor hole.
V

VAP-AB-0059 Flap Wheels 3/4" x 3/16" 80G
VAP-AB-0091 Flap Wheels 3/4" x 3/16" 120G
VAP-AB-0092 Flap Wheels 3/4" x 3/16" 320G
VAP-AB-0203 Flap Wheels 3/4" x 3/16" 220G
VAP-AB-0093 Flap Wheels 3/4" x 3/8" 80G
VAP-AB-0094 Flap Wheels 3/4" x 3/8" 120G
VAP-AB-0194 Flap Wheels 3/4" x 3/8" 220G
VAP-AB-0095 Flap Wheels 3/4" x 3/8" 320G
VAP-AB-0096 Flap Wheels 1" x 3/8" 320G
VAP-AB-0204 Flap Wheels 1" x 3/8" 120G
VAP-AB-0205 Flap Wheels 1" x 3/8" 80G
VAP-AB-0097 Flap Wheels 3/16" x 3/8" 400G
VAP-AB-0098 Flap Wheels 3/16" x 3/16" 80G
VAP-AB-0099 Flap Wheels 3/16" x 3/16" 120G
VAP-AB-0100 Flap Wheels 3/16" x 3/16" 220G
VAP-AB-0101 Flap Wheels 3/16" x 3/16" 320G
VAP-AB-0102 Flap Wheels 3/16" x 3/16" 400G
Made of aluminum oxide, resin-bonded to cloth and
permanently attached to wheels. Can be used on flat or
contoured surfaces. Particularly useful in flexible shaft
equipment, drill presses and other rotary tools. Cutting action
is slightly finer than normally expected from identical grit
sizes. Flap Wheels perform best when only slight pressure is
applied. Maximum operating speed: 25,000rpm.
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VAP-AB-0065
Cone Loc Drum Sanders
Excellent for deburring and sprue removal. Virtually eliminate
the need for hand filing. Feature drums covered by 1/2" thick
pads of solid rubber, helping them conform to work so burs and
sprues can be removed smoothly without creating flats.
Available in two styles: smooth and grooved (grooved offers a
bit more flexibility). Made of heavy-gauge aluminum casting.
Measure 6" dia. x 1-1/2" thick x 1/2"AH. Weigh 2 lbs. Maximum
operating speed: 4,000rpm. Use with 1-1/2" Lightning Metalite
Cloth Rolls.

X

VAP-AB-0066
Lightning Metalite Cloth, 1-1/2" 80 Grit
VAP-AB-0088 Lightning Metalite Cloth, 1-1/2" 328 Grit
VAP-AB-0141 Lightning Metalite Cloth, 1-1/2" 120 Grit
A long-lasting abrasive cloth used to clean or polish metal
surfaces for a high quality finish. Glue-bonded aluminum oxide
on lightweight, flexible cloth backing. 1" wide roll can be used
with our Polishing Sticks, and the 1-1/2" wide roll can be used
with our Cone-Loc Drum. Both are conveniently sized for use on
Split Ring Arbors.
Each roll length is 50 yards.

Y

VAP-AB-0067 Abrasive Emery Cords SIC 0.025"
VAP-AB-0110 Abrasive Emery Cords SIC 0.012"
VAP-AB-0111 Abrasive Emery Cords SIC 0.015"
VAP-AB-0155 Abrasive Emery Cords Crocus 60 0.15"
VAP-AB-0156 Abrasive Emery Cords Crocus 55 0.18"
VAP-AB-0157 Abrasive Emery Cords SIC 0.018"
VAP-AB-0164 Abrasive Emery Cords Crocus 0.012"
VAP-AB-0172 Abrasive Emery Cords #49-A120
Impregnated with aluminum oxide or silicon carbide for cutting
or Crocus for ultra-fine polishing. (Crocus is an iron oxide
abrasive which leaves a very fine finish on metals without
scratching.) For use on hard and soft metals, ceramic, plastic
and wood. Great for cutting and polishing wire settings and
small heads that are inaccessible to wheels and points. Can be
used by hand in small sawframes, hand drills and power tools.
Simply loop, insert into the chuck and tighten securely. Won't
tear or fray and can be cut to any length. Tapes have abrasive on
both sides. Approximately 50' supplied in a handy dispenser.

Z

VAP-AB-0071 Mizzy Heatless Wheels
Many attractive finishes are produced with these wheels.
Especially useful in preparing contrast finishes and texturing much coarser than a brushed satin finish.
Also used for fast grinding and metal removal, these very hard
wheels are made of silicon carbide in a resinoid bond. They
break down quickly, constantly exposing new grit to produce a
uniform, coarse, brushed-look finish with tiny highlights.
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Easily shaped with a file. 1/16" metal arbor hole. Maximum
operating speed: 25,000rpm. Can be mounted on our Screw
Mandrels.
A1 VAP-AB-0142
Enamelling Stone 400 Grit
VAP-AB-0143
Enamelling Stone 600 Grit
VAP-AB-0144
Enamelling Stone 320 Grit
Enameling Stones may be used for a variety of operations
such as: imparting a fine matte finish on metal or on an
enameled object; removing firescale, excess enamel or
contamination from an enameled piece between firings; and
leveling enameled surfaces.
Available in Silicon Carbide 320 grit, and in Aluminum Oxide
400 and 600 grit.
B1 VAP-AB-0137
3M TarniShield Strip 2x5" (1000)
VAP-AB-0138
3M TarniShield Strip 1x1" (3000)
Designed to inhibit corrosive gases from tarnishing or
staining metal items in transit or storage. Works on silver,
copper, gold, brass and solder by absorbing and trapping
atmospheric pollutants such as hydrogen sulfide, sulfur
dioxide and acetic acid.
Easy to use: to protect a metal item, just add Tarni-Shield to
the shipping container.
Available in 2 sizes:
2" x 5" Strips, sold in packages of 10 or 1,000 pieces. Use one
strip to protect up to 300 cubic inches of container space.
1" x 1" Tabs , sold in packages of 3,000 pieces. Use tabs in
small containers.
C1 VAP-AB-0139
Cut of Disc
These thin discs can be used for slitting and finishing gold,
silver, brass, steel, porcelain and acrylics. Available in either
silicon carbide (SiC) or aluminum oxide (AlO). All are resinbonded. Arbor hole measures 1/16". Use with our Screw
Mandrels, sold separately (see "Related Products" below).
Both sides and edges are coated with abrasive, except for
845-1017 which is coated on one side only. All have 1/16"
arbor hole.
Maximum operating speed: 25,000rpm for discs up to 1"
diameter.
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VAP-AB-0176
Cart Roll Mandrel A 1
VAP-AB-0177
Cart Roll Mandrel A 2
VAP-AB-0178
Cart Roll Mandrel A 3
VAP-AB-0179
Cart Roll Mandrel A 4
VAP-AB-0180
Cart Roll Mandrel A 5
Hardened steel mandrel firmly secures abrasive cartridge rolls.
For proper fit, arbor hole of cartridge roll = pilot diameter of
mandrel.
For example, a cartridge roll with an arbor hole (AH) of 5/64"
would require the A1 mandrel which has a 5/64" pilot diameter.
More flexibility may be obtained if pilot length is slightly shorter
than the cartridge roll. If necessary, mandrel may be ground down to
needed length.
Mandrels have 1/8" or 1/4" shank for your flex shaft or other rotary
handpiece. Please order carefully.

E1

VAP-AB-0196
Mtd Satin Finish Whl 1" Ex Cut
VAP-AB-0197
Mtd Satin Finish Whl 1" Medium
VAP-AB-0198
Mtd Satin Finish Whl 1" Very Fine
Use these extra-thick wheels to create the exact degree of satin finish
you want, from the soft and subtle texture of Extra-Cut to the
lustrous glow of Ultra-Fine. Made of dense-weave fiber for a
uniform, nondirectional finish. Last much longer than conventional
satin finish buffs.
Measure approx. 7/8" diameter x 5/8" thick with 3/32" shank. To try
all four grits, purchase our money-saving eight-piece intro pack
(see "Related Products" below).
Grit
Abrasive
Extra-Cut
Oxide
Medium
Oxide
Very Fine
Oxide
Ultra-Fine
Carbide

F1

Color
Aluminum
Brown
Aluminum
Red
Aluminum
Red
Silicon
Gray

VAP-AB-0184
Buff Emery Hand No. 3
VAP-AB-0185
Buff Emery Hand No. 2
VAP-AB-0186
Buff Emery Hand No. 1
For removing scratches and file marks and for polishing. Finegrade emery paper carefully mounted on seasoned wood. Corners
are sharp and paper will not unravel.
Measure 10"L x 3/4"W x 1/4" thick. Listed in order from 3
(coarsest) to 4/0 (finest).
Three-piece minimum—please order in multiples of 3
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G1

VAP-AB-0188
Silicon carbide grit in a silicone bond for the most efficient cutting of
nonferrous metals. Features a very flexible silicone rubber bond that
allows the 180 and 220 grit cylinders to cut aggressively yet leave a
smooth enough finish to go right to final polishing with the Pink (1000
grit) cylinder.
Our Elite Inside Ring Cylinders can be used on our 1/8" shank
mandrel to quickly finish finger holes of rings to a bright high shine.
Cylinders measure 1"L x 1/2"W and are sold in packages of 10. Also
available in a Set of all 3 cylinders plus one mandrel. Mandrels are
also sold separately.
Color
Gray
burs
Green
Pink

Grit
180

Application
Quickly removes deep scratches &

220
1000

Removes light scratches
Produces a high shine

H1
VAP-AB-0189
Dressing Stone for Rubber Rod
Has a concave center hole for forming a point on polishing rods.
Measures 3/4" dia. x 1/8" thick. This dressing stone is diamond
impregnated.

I1

VAP-AB-0192
Pt8 Gray M KE Wheel MTD
These polishers work especially well on platinum. Uniform abrasive
distribution allows them to produce smooth, even surface finishes.
Moderately hard yet flexible silicone rubber impregnated with aluminum
oxide conforms slightly to surfaces. All shapes hold their edges due to
slow breakdown rate.
Two color-coded grits; Gray (Medium) and Lilac (Fine). Applications
include removing tool marks, smoothing parting lines and removing
casting scale.
Sold in packages of 10 and 100 pieces. Also available in rods, see
"Poly Polisher Rods" below.

Shape
Size
Mtd. Point
Long
Mtd. Square-Edge Wheel
Thick
Mtd. Knife-Edge Wheel
Dia.
Mtd. Cylinder
Long
Knife-Edge Wheel
Dia.

Style
3/16" Dia. x 5/8"
Mounted, 3/32" Shank
7/8" Dia. x 1/8"
Mounted, 3/32" Shank
5/8"
Mounted, 3/32" Shank
1/2" Dia. x 1/2"
Mounted, 3/32" Shank
7/8"
Unmounted
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J1

VAP-AB-0199
Blue Wheel 7/8" SE
VAP-AB-0200
Blue Wheel 7/8" KE
Our Blue Silicone Wheels quickly remove light scratches and
burs and leave a smooth, even finish that is ready for polishing
cylinders and points. They are long-lasting and produce little
dust. Abrasive allows medium-fast cutting while the silicone
r u b b e r b o n d p ro d u c e s a v e r y s m o o t h f i n i s h .
Measure 7/8" diameter x 1/8" thick in square-edge and knifeedge styles, both with 1/16" arbor holes.
Sold in packages of 10.

K1 VAP-AB-0202
Dedeco Green Cyl 4592
CLASSIC RUBBER POLISHERS Green Coarse - For fast
scratch removal & polishing of metals.
L1

VAP-AB-0140
Hatho Polishing Set
Polishing set for an efficient high-shine polishing of acrylic
dentures and teeth.
Includes: 300g Polistar Lintgrey, 125 ml Polistar Emulsion
and 1 Cotton Buff.

M1 VAP-AB-0128
Tikan Gold Rouge
Used for giving mirror touch on gold, silver, platinum, brass,
artificial jewellery and invaluable articals etc.
Weight: 400g
N1 VAP-AB-0127
Tikan Gold Lustre
Used for giving mirror like shining & cutting on gold,brass
silver, artificial jewellery and invaluable articles etc
Weight: 620g
O1 VAP-AB-0126
Titanic Red Gold Rouge
Provide royal touch on your valuable ornaments of platinum,
white metal, silver, gold, & brass etc.
Weight: 100g
P1

VAP-AB-0125
Titanic Green Gold Rouge
Provides Royal touch on your valuable ornaments of
platinum, white metal, silver, gold & brass etc.
Weight: 75g
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Q1 VAP-AB-0082
Specially formulated Platinum Blue Compound imparts the
highest possible finish on platinum.
Sold in bars weighing approx. 5 oz. (145 grams).
R1 VAP-AB-0081
An exciting development in platinum compounds from Japan,
formulated with low oil content to increase polishing power.
Orange Luster provides excellent results when used for
polishing medical implants made from titanium, cobaltchrome, and similar alloys. Convenient one step polishing
and easy clean-up.
Sold in approx. 150g bars.
S1

VAP-AB-0165
COMPOUND RED ROUGE VAPSHINE

T1 VAP-AB-0078
COMPOUND GRAYSTAR VAPSHINE
U1 VAP-AB-0079
COMPOUND RED ROUGE PREMIUM VAPSHINE
V1 VAP-AB-0080
COMPOUND GREEN ROUGE VAPSHINE
W1 VAP-AB-0154
COMPOUND LIQUID ROUGE RED
X1 VAP-AB-0153
HARD ARKANSAS BENCH STONE ULTRA FINE
4INCH
Y1 VAP-AB-0166
Emery Paper John Oakey 220Grit Black
Z1 VAP-AB-0167
Emery paper Deerfos 220Grit White
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Add 24K gold to our high purity alloys to create the karat and color
that you desire.(18K = 75% fine gold, 25% alloy; 14K = 58.33%
fine gold, 41.67% alloy ; 10K = 41.67% fine gold,58.33% alloy.)
Can also be used for higher or lower karat.
Our alloys are sold in shot form and packaged in 500gms & 1kg.
Available as per below:
For “Yellow” Gold :
Type 2P18/VS : Item#VAP-MA-0001
Alloy with high silver content for casting 18-22K Swiss yellow 3N
colour.
Type 2P18/UNI : Item#VAP-MA-0002
It fits very well for both handmade and casting.Universal alloy
reduces porosity and enables to obtain shiny and smooth surfaces in
a standard shade of yellow.
Type 2P18/1 : Item#VAP-MA-0003
It is our cheaper alloy with no silver content for casting 1822K.Colour would depend on the silver percentage added .We
recommend you add 50% (Eg. Au75% +12.5%Alloy
+12.5%Silver).
Type 6P18 : Item#VAP-MA-0004
Definitely pink, this alloy fulfills the needs of a colour between red
and yellow. Highly appreciated in the indian market.
Type 5P21 : Item#VAP-MA-0005
Red Alloy projected for high shares, suitable for all kinds of
processings.
Type 2P14/K : Item#VAP-MA-0006
Similar to the 2N colour ,popular in the US market. Suitable for
casting in 14K.
Type 2P14V : Item#VAP-MA-0007
Our green yellow alloy for 14K Castings.
For “White” Gold :
ALL OUR ALLOYS MEET THE EUROPEAN
LAW RE.NICKEL RELEASE.
Type T50 : Item#VAP-MA-0008
Alloy suitable for casting in 18K .
Type T50/0 : Item#VAP-MA-0009
It fits very well for handmade,stampings and chains in 14K and
18K.
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Type T15: Item#VAP-MA-0010
This alloy resumes the best compromise between
mechanical characteristics,colour and malleability. It is
suitable for 14 and 18K handmade.
Type C/S : Item#VAP-MA-0011
Alloy most widely used by casters for both 14 and 18K
Type A/S : Item#VAP-MA-0012
Alloy with very low nickel content,and is high ductile and
malleable,thus can be used in most difficult processings in
8-9-10K.
Type E/S : Item#VAP-MA-0013
Our most consumed alloy presently in the Export zone
with customers doing invisible set casting or intricate
small filgree parts.Features very high fluidity with low
nickel content and also anti-tarnishing.Suitable for 9-1014K.
Type White Casting : Item#VAP-MA-0014
Suitable for 14-18K casting .Gives very good white
colour.
New Introductions :
Type 5NR : Item#VAP-MA-0015
Yellow Alloy contains no silver suitable for casting 1821K.Colour most appreciated in the indian local market.
Very economically priced.
Type 5NRL : Item#VAP-MA-0016
Yellow Alloy .It fits very well for handmade,stampings and
chains in 18-21K.
Type Solder Powder: Item#VAP-MA-0017
Required by manufacturers of chains .
Type Copper Rods : Item#VAP-MA-0018
Mostly used by silver manufacturers as comes oxygen free
and helps silver in not oxidising fast.
Type Solder Alloy : Item#VAP-MA-0019
Contains no cadmium .Available for 14and 18K in three
main scales of melting ie.soft medium and hard.
Note: All The Above Listed Alloys Are Manufactured By
Pandora-Italy, The First Italian Firm,established In 1965
Which Studied Pre-alloys Soecifcally For Goldsmithery.
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A

Jewelry : Fundamentals of Metalsmithing
by Tim McCreight
VAP-BK-0001
Consists of 143 pages of beautifully presented information,
photography and drawings that take the beginner and
intermediate jeweler through various jewelry making projects
stepby-step. The full-color illustrations are presented in a
logical progression. This book displaysthe techniques of
fabricating, surface treatments, joining, finishing, stone
setting,chain making, mechanisms, and casting. Finished
pieces of contemporary jewelry feature the results of each
technique.

B

The Complete Metalsmith by Tim McCreight
VAP-BK-0002
A unique resource for the beginning student, teacher and
working craftsperson. Each page is devoted to a single
technique explained in detail through text and numerous line
illustrations.The revised 1991 edition has been updated with
new processes, more illustrations and an expanded reference
section. Basic metalworking techniques such as stone setting,
soldering, polishing, casting and many more are covered, and
particular attention is paid to safety. Over 2,500 illustrations.
Spiral-bound to lie flat on the workbench. Softcover, 197
pages.

C

Centrifugal or Lost Wax Jlry Casting by Murray Bovin
VAP-BK-0003
Explains the entire casting process in detail and step-by-step.
An excellent reference source for any caster and an
invaluable learning tool for those new to casting. Updated
and revised in 1995 by Peter Bovin, it covers different
methods of casting and all processes involved plus tools and
equipment. Dozens of charts detail burnout programs,
investing procedures, metal and casting temperatures, and
much more. Black-and-white photos show work in progress.
Softcover, 143 pages.

D

Modelling in Wax for Jlry & Sculpture by
Lawrence Kallenberg
VAP-BK-0004
A complete text on the subject of modeling in wax. This
comprehensive work pays attention to the details of each step
in carving out a design for casting. Many clear, simple line
drawings show the methods, waxes and tools necessary.
Covers specialized wax techniques for more advanced
modeling. Some color plates. Hardcover, 252 pages.
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E

Practical Casting
By Tim McCreight
VAP-BK-0005
From the author of The Complete Metalsmith, this book devotes
6 full chapters to the lost wax casting procedure. Later
chapters discuss alternative casting techniques that utilize
sand and cuttlefish bone. Information about casting equipment
is also provided. Easy to read and understand. An excellent
reference source containing dozens of invaluable charts,
graphs and tables. Spiral-bound to lie flat on a workbench.
Softcover, 122 pages.

F

Matt Design Book
VAP-BK-0006
Designed to work with the Matt Design Template Set, Adolfo
Mattiello’s Techniques of Jewelry Illustration and Color
Rendering is a colorfully illustrated book, ideal for anyone
interested in the world of jewelry design. This 150-page
hardcover book brings the talents, expertise and individuality
of 6 outstanding jewelry designers into 1 volume. Presents full
instruction on jewelry illustration and rendering. With step-bystep guidelines and clear illustrations explaining each process,
this book is a valuable resource for beginners and
professionals alike. Available individually or in a kit.
For template set refer catalog page 14.

G

Fire Assaying by O.C. Shepard
VAP-BK-0007
A classic introductory reference work for practicing fire
assayers and for those who want to learn the procedures. A
working knowledge of fire assaying may be obtained without a
comprehensive understanding of the physiochemical principles
involved. The subject is covered in detail with chapters on
sampling, cupellation, parting, crucible assaying,
scorification, fire assaying of platinum metals, tools and
equipment, and more. Hardcover, 277 pages.

H

Refinning Precious Metal Wastes by C.M.Hoke
VAP-BK-0008
This book is the result of many years of teaching jewelers and
others how to refine their precious metal wastes. Instructions
start with tasks that are easy to understand and perform,
assuming that the reader has never seen the process of refining.
They continue through more complicated methods of handling
various types of waste.
Hardcover, 362 pages.
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I
Jlry Manufacturing: The Art and Science by
Philip E. Romanoff.
VAP-BK-0009
A must-have for every jewelry manufacturer, large or small.
This is an excellent troubleshooting guide for the metal
manufacturer. The complete casting and finishing processes are
thoroughly described, and pictures or line drawings on every
page depict the steps involved. The machinery necessary to
complete all these steps is discussed, as are the different choices
of tools needed for each job. The author has been setting up
jewelry manufacturing sites around the world for the past 40
years. He details everything to prevent errors before they
happen. Charts, temperature tables, thermal properties of
metals and various other data are outlined in the back of the
book. Black-and-white photos. 348 pages.
J

The Complete Handbook of Gemstore Weight Esti. by
Charles I. Carmona.
VAP-BK-0010
“[A] remarkably comprehensive set of weight estimation
formulae for mounted diamonds, colored stones and
pearls...Those who appraise, buy, sell, insure, or loan on used or
estate jewelry...should consider such detailed tables a major
resource for their estimating process” (from the foreword by
Richard T. Liddicoat). Charles I. Carmona, G.G., is a working
gemologist/ appraiser who, over decades of experience, has
compiled this guide to estimating the weights of all shapes and
varieties of mounted gemstones. This is a standard reference and
a must for the workbench, desktop or library of anyone related to
the jewelry trade. Includes hundreds of black-and-white
d i a g r a m s
a n d
c h a r t s .
4 3 4
pages.

K

Lost Wax Casting By Fred R. Sias Jr., Ph.D.
VAP-BK-0011
Designed to be used as both a textbook and a reference book,
this work is directed primarily at beginners. Places heavy
emphasis on understanding the processes involved. Includes
chapters on spruing, investing, wax elimination, centrifugal
casting, vacuum casting, alloys, finishing and more.
Softcover. 201 pages.

L

Diamond Setting The Professional Approach
VAP-BK-00012
Written to teach diamond setting, the book is basic enough to be
understood by an apprentice who has very little background in
the jewelry industry yet is sufficient in depth to benefit an
experienced
kk
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diamond setter. The primary objective of this book is to teach
perfection. Delivery starts with description and use of tools and
concludes with an advanced chapter on bead setting. Many clear
line drawings illustrate the text. Hardcover, 178 pages.
M

Channel Setting Diamonds with Illustrated Procedures
VAP-BK-0013
This book is divided into 2 general sections, each illustrated.
Section I describes basic channel setting techniques arranged
in phases. Section II is a series of channel setting procedures.
They are presented in a step-by-step sequence and graduate
from basic to advanced. Over 120 illustrations. Hardcover,
136 pages.
Topics include:
Inspection
Basic closed channel
Basic open channel
Layout
Cutting channels
Curved channels
Cutting bearings
Tapered channels
Inlaid channels
Angular channels
Finishing
Securing diamonds

N

Bead Setting Diamonds with Pave Applications
VAP-BK-0014
A step-by-step instruction book on bead setting – from a
simple operation with one stone to pavé setting many stones.
The book has a concise guide of the proper tools necessary
and how to care for them. A well-organized book; Bead
Setting takes the student through each phase of the operation
with well-written text and black-and-white photos. Hardcover,
192 pages. By Robert R. Wooding.

O

The Jewellery Repair Manual by R. Allen Hardy
VAP-BK-0015
Clear, step-by-step instructions for cleaning and repairing
jewelry and setting stones, with complete descriptions of tools
and equipment, their use and care. Also, ultrasonics,
steaming, electroplating and other important techniques.
Extensive appendix of questions and answers. Soft cover, 291
pages with 268 illustrations.
ISBN-13: 978-0-486-29161-1
ISBN-10: 0-486-29161-8
Chapters: Preface to the Second Edition Preface to the First
Edition
1. Tools and Equipment and Their Uses
2. Sawing and Filing
3. Soldering
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4. Cleaning Jewelry
5. Buffing and Polishing
6. Ring Sizing
7. Joint, Catch and Pinstem Work
8. Chain and Link Repair
9. Spectacle-Frame Repair
10. Hinge Work
11. General Repair
12. Making Useful Tools
13. Stonesetting
14. Repairing Mountings
15. Plating
16. Solutions and Formulae
17. Buying Supplies and Findings
P

Tumble Finishing For Handmade Jewellery by Judy Hoch
VAP-BK-0016
What else is there to say about a process that:
Reduces risks to the jeweler's safety and health.
Is ecologically friendly.
Saves time and money.
Produces a high quality, professional result.
– except that you should be considering it in your handmade
jewelry operation?
Newly revised and expanded for the fourth edition, this handbook
can help experienced jewelers realize savings in time and cost in
finishing handmade jewelry. Here you will find descriptions of the
basic equipment and supplies needed for mass finishing on a small
scale, along with a discussion of the processes that will yield the
desired results. The author also passes along firsthand
experience-based know-how on preventing disasters and solving
problems, all in an easy-to-read informal style.
Describes equipment and processes for mass finishing in small
and medium jewelry studios. All types of finishing from brushed to
high polish are included for silver, karat gold, pewter, brass and
gold-filled items.

Q

Jewelry Manufacture’s Encyclopedia
VAP-BK-0017
This two-volume reference set offers a comprehensive look at the
many facets of jewelry manufacturing, placing particular
emphasis on casting. Also covers characteristics of metals and
materials used in manufacturing, disposal of waste material,
removal of precious metal content from waste, effluent treatment,
ventilation, tumbling, sandblasting and much more. Includes
analysis of suggested individual room and factory setups. Soft
cover, two volumes.
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Matt Techniques of Jewelry Illustration
VAP-BK-0018
This 150-page hardcover book brings the talents, expertise and
individuality of 6 outstanding jewelry designers into 1 volume.
Presents full instruction on jewelry illustration and rendering.
With step-by-step guidelines and clear illustrations explaining
each process, this book is a valuable resource for beginners and
professionals alike.

S

The Platinum Bench
VAP-BK-0019
In this illustrated guide to common bench techniques, renowned
platinumsmith Jurgen Maerz shows how easy platinum repair
and fabrication can be. This essential resource includes step-bystep instructions on resizing rings, replacing heads, retipping
prongs and making components, among other projects. It also
features more than 200 photographs as well as guides for
selecting platinum alloys, preparing for bench work and casting
in a small shop. A valuable addition to every jeweler's bench.
Softcover, 112 pages.

T

Jewellery Wax Modelling by Adolfo Mattiello
VAP-BK-0020
Written by an experienced wax modeling instructor, this book
progressively teaches the wax modeling process. Emphasizes
developing of hand skills, working from perspective
illustrations, making sketches and creating layouts with stones.
Features meticulous step-by-step instructions and drawings.
Also includes stone setting considerations, instructions for
creating templates, answers to frequently asked questions and a
list of institutions that offer jewelry wax carving classes.
Hardcover, 161 pages.

U

Moods in Wire
VAP-BK-0021
The most comprehensively written book available on the art of
wire wrapping. With several hundred illustrations and 111 pages
of explanation, Moods in Wire is a valuable guide to anyone
interested in wire wrapping. The book is spiral-bound, so it will
lie flat when being used as an instruction manual.
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Diamond Land
VAP-BK-0023
A retail jeweler's successful 30 years of experience
condensed into one book. Amusing anecdotes inform
the reader how to run a jewelry business. Topics
include: getting started, image, product knowledge,
inventory, publicity, sales, growth, service and
appraisal. Informative for both aspiring jewelry store
owners and established businessmen. Softcover, 139
pages.

W Book Moving Metal by Adolph Steines
VAP-BK-0024
Hardcover.
131 pages with over 100 photos and illustrations.
ISBN: 0-9707664-9-1.
This book is a long overdue treat for jewelers,
blacksmiths, sculptors and all artists of metalwork. It
has information on chasing & repoussé in greater
depth and detail than any other volume today
available in the English language. Painstakingly
translated from German this text is a valuable
resource for both the professional and the hobbyist.
Adolf Steines is clearly a master metalworker who
enthusiastically demonstrates his creativity,
knowledge, skill and experience. The book thoroughly
addresses the workroom, tools, materials, working
surfaces (including carpeting and pitches), transfer of
designs, sinking, raising, stamping, chasing,
respoussé, engraving, soldering, etching, as well as
the coloring and protection of metal surfaces.
Numerous examples of the author's works are
illustrated including large scale doors, fountains,
memorials, wall sculptures and portraits, as well as
many delicate jewelry pieces. A number of tricks and
special techniques are described, such as using air
powered hammers for forming and chasing.
Profusely illustrated with very clear drawings and
quality photographs of objects and procedures, this
book is essential for the library of every serious artist
of metal.
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K

Matt Designer Templates for Jewelry.
VAP-DT-0001
These templates eliminate the time consuming process of drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all sizes
clearly calibrated.
Suitable for brilliant, oval, pear and marquise shapes in both metric
and carat equivalents.
Set

Description

of

#1-5102-Stones

Templates

#2-5103-Signet ring
#3-5104-Balleria rings
#4-5105-Fancy ring
#5-5106-Ring side view

L

Gesswein Drawing Template
VAP-DT-0002
The first template of its kind that addresses the needs of jewelry
designers. This drawing aid will immediately improve your jewelry
designs as well as simplify the task of determining the sizes of stones
required. This easy-to-use, calibrated template contains stone shape
profiles and sizes, as well as shank top and side views. Great for
sketches and wax work. Measures 101.4"L x 43.4"W. Complete with
instructions

Japanese Tempates (A1 to A10)
M
A1 - Marquis, PearShape for Emeralds
VAP-DT-0003
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all sizes
clearly calibrated.

N

A2 - Heart Square Baguette Shape
VAP-DT-0004
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all
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sizes clearly calibrated.
O

A3 - Ring (half-rounad) Shape
VAP-DT-0005
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all sizes
clearly calibrated.

P

A4 - Ring (Wide-band) Shape
VAP-DT-0006
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of
drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all sizes
clearly calibrated.

Q

A5 - Round Shape for Diamond
VAP-DT-0007
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all sizes
clearly calibrated.

R

A6 - Ring Size
VAP-DT-0008
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all sizes
clearly calibrated.
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A7 - Ring & Stone A
VAP-DT-0009
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of
drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all
sizes clearly calibrated.

T

A8 - Ring & Stone B
VAP-DT-0010
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of
drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all
sizes clearly calibrated.

U

A9 - Metal Fitting Shape
VAP-DT-0011
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of
drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all
sizes clearly calibrated.

V

A10 - Oval Shape (for Diamond)
VAP-DT-0012
This templates eliminate the time consuming process of
drawing.
Different cut out shapes for ladies or gents patterns have all
sizes clearly calibrated.
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A

Wood Hub Wheel Brushes (Cocker Weber)
VAP-BR-0001
1 Row Brush
Wheel
VAP-BR-0002
2 Row Brush
Wheel
VAP-BR-0003
3 Row Brush Wheel
High quality imported wheel brushes having hard Chunking bristles that
are securely mounted in hardwood hubs. The 2/3 row brushes are
converging type.Both have 1/4” arbor hole.recommended for use on
tapered spindles. Made in
USA.
Wood Hub Wheel Brushes (Economy)
VAP-BR-0017
1 Row Brush
Wheel
VAP-BR-0018
2 Row Brush
Wheel
High quality economy wheel brushes having hard Chunking bristles that
are securely mounted in hardwood hubs. The 2/3 row brushes are
converging type.Both have 1/4” arbor hole.recommended for use on
tapered spindles.

B

Supra "MK" Brushes (Gesswein
Original)
VAP-BR-0004
3/4" Soft Brush
Wheel
VAP-BR-0005
3/4" Hard Brush
Wheel
These very popular unmounted wheel brushes are made with solid ring
construction for durability. They run true, have plenty of evenly
distributed animal hair bristles and are long-lasting. Very good for
reaching small areas.
Unmounted Brushes
(Economy)
VAP-BR-0019
3/4" Soft Brush Wheel (White)
VAP-BR-0020
3/4" Medium Brush Wheel
(Brown/White)
VAP-BR-0021
3/4" Hard Brush Wheel
(Black)
These very popular unmounted economy wheel brushes are made with
solid ring construction for durability. They run true, have plenty of
evenly distributed animal hair bristles and are long-lasting. Very good
for reaching small areas.

C

Supra "MK" Spindles
VAP-BR-0006
For Right Sided Pol. Motor
Yellow
VAP-BR-0007
For Left Sided Pol. Motor
Black
Steel threaded mandrel mounted in a hard plastic spindle base.
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D

Supra "ME" Brushes (Gesswein
Original
VAP-BR-0008
ME860 Hard 1/4" "Thubi"
Brush
Gesswein miniature mandrel-mounted end brush. One piece ferrule
construction ensures that the stem and ferrule will not become separated
during use.
Economy "ME" Brushes
VAP-BR-0022 Hard 1/4" "Thubi"
Brush
Chinese miniature mandrel-mounted end brush. One piece ferrule
construction ensures that the stem and ferrule will not become separated
during use.

E

Mounted Wire Wheel
Brushes
VAP-BR-0009
Steel 3/4" Mounted Brush
Whl.
VAP-BR-0010
Brass 3/4" Mounted Brush
Whl.
For cleaning and brush finishing with flexible shaft. Use brass for yellow
metals ,steel for white metals.Made of crimped .003” wire on a 3/32”
shank. Trim lenght 3/16”.

F

Chuck Mandrel
VAP-BR-0011
Motor

For Right Sided

Mandrel has a tapered hole and fits snugly on the tapered spindle of the
polishing motor.Measure 3 1/2” long and is used to fit ME Brushes etc. on
pol.motor .

G

Scratch Brush Pen
VAP-BR-0015
VAP-BR-0012
VAP-BR-0013
VAP-BR-0014

Scratch Brush Steel
Scratch Brush Brass
Scratch Brush Fibre Glass
Refills for Scratch Brushes

Excellent for the moving rust or corossion and for reacching into narrow
areas. Handy and comfortable to hold. Brushes come in 4 different types:
stainless steel, nylon, fiberglass and brass. They are excellent for removing
rust or corrosion and for reaching into narrow areas. Metal ferrule
improves durability.
Measure 4-1/2" overall length. Refills are 1-1/4" long, available in
packages of 6. Made in Germany.
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H

Texturing Wheel Set with Stand
VAP-BR-0016
A money-saving set of our six most popular Texturing
Wheels. Includes all 40 x 12mm mounted wheels .
Comes complete with plastic stand that keeps wheels
organized and at your fingertips.

I

Matting Brushes for Polishing motors
VAP-BR-0023
Yellow
VAP-BR-0024
Red
VAP-BR-0025
Blue
VAP-BR-0026
Green
VAP-BR-0027
Gray
Matting Brushes are available in its assortment in two
versions ie. For use on Polishing Motors and for use on
MicroMotors. . With the Brushes matting of precious
metal succeeds perfectly and easily.

J

Matting Brushes for Micro motors
VAP-BR-0074
Red, Yellow, Blue & Green
A systematic matting of small parts is possible with the
Micromotor Matting Brush.

FLUX BRUSHES
VAP-BR-0044
VAP-BR-0045
VAP-BR-0046
Flux Brushes : Disposable brush with Tin ferrule . Use
for fluxes and other liquids.
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Table Brush
VAP-BR-0050
For every benchworker

Brass Wooden Handle Wire Brushes
VAP-BR-0051
VAP-BR-0052
VAP-BR-0053
VAP-BR-0054

3 Line
6 Line
8 Line
12 Line

Produces a fine satin finish on soft yellow metals.
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A

Stitched White Muslin w/leather Centre
VAP-BF-0001
Size 4" x
40Ply
VAP-BF-0002
Size 6" x 50Ply
These Gesswein buffs have 3 or more circles of concentric stitching between
the arbor hole and the face. This stitching provides a firmer surface when used
with cutting compounds such as Grey Star, Bobbing and Tripoli.
Can also be used for both cutting and polishing of harder metals such as
platinum. Made of fine-weave muslin with combed edges and leather centers
to hold buffs firmly on tapered
spindle.

B

Loose White Muslin w/leather
Centre
VAP-BF-0003
Size 4" x
40Ply
VAP-BF-0004
Size 6" x 50Ply
These Gesswein buffs have separate layers joined only at the arbor hole.
Loose buffs have a softer action than the stitched type and are used with
polishing compounds such as rouge in the coloring or final polishing stage.
Their flexibility makes them ideal for following contours.
Made of fine-weave muslin with combed
edges.

C

Stitched Yellow Muslin w/leather Centre
VAP-BF-0005
Size 6" x
50Ply
A distinct yellow muslin Gesswein buff that has been chemically treated to a
degree of stiffness that serves particularly well for cutting with Tripoli. Lasts 2
to 3 times longer than white muslin. Yellow Buffs are made of fineweave muslin
with combed edges.

D

Razor Edge Plum Muslin w/leather Centre
VAP-BF-0006
Size 6" 11Row
Stitching
Specially treated fine-weave buff which imparts an amazing finish on precious
metals. It lasts much longer than Yellow and White Buffs, cuts fast and will
give you an ultra-high polish when used with Yellow Glow or rouge. The
special treatment creates a firm buff and greatly reduces wear. It also retains
compound extremely well, producing a brighter finish than other
buffs.

E

Gesswein "All-In-One" Stitched Plum
Muslin w/leather
Centre
VAP-BF-0007
Size 6" x 50Ply
Specially treated buffs impart an amazing finish on precious metals,specially
white gold & platinum!!
They cut fast and will give you an ultra-high polish when used with Yellow
Glow or rouge.The special treatment creates a firm buff like the Yellow and
greatly reduces wear. It also retains
kk
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compound extremely well, producing a brighter finish than other buffs. Made of
fine-weave muslin with combed
edges.
F
Mandrel Buff for Handpiece Use
:
VAP-BF-0008
Size 1" x 16Ply
These small unmounted buffs are made to use with a flexible shaft
handpiece. They are stitched fine-weave muslin with shellac pinhole
centers.
G

Knife Edge Felts
VAP-BF-0009
Size 21/2" Hard
Tapered edges for polishing joints and crevices.
Pinhole centers. Mandrel not included.

H

Felt Split Laps
VAP-BF-0010
Size 6" x 1/2" Medium Paramount
VAP-BF-0011
Size 6" x 1/2" Hard
Paramount
VAP-BF-0012
Size 6" x 1/2" Rock Hard Paramount
Split Laps are beveled 1" to 11.4". Slotted in 4 places to allow the user to
see the finish as the work is held on the spinning lap (use on Split Lapping
Machine).Made of 100% wool felt which has been steamed to shrink and
thicken the fibers. Pounded into specific hardness. All with
pinhole.

I

GMX Split Laps
VAP-BF-0013
Size 6" x 1/4" 120
Grit
Aluminium oxide abrasive allows fast cutting while the unique cotton
fibre/rubber bond assures a very smooth finish.Specially used to lap hard
metals like platinum!!

J

Felt Ring Buffs
VAP-BF-0014
3" w/wood (5-8 Ring
Size)
VAP-BF-0015
3" soft solid (5-8Ring
Size)
VAP-BF-0016
4" soft solid (8-12Ring
Size)
For cutting and polishing inside of rings and curved surfaces. 100% wool
felt is mounted on a tapered reinforced wooden mandrel drilled for tapered
spindle.

K

Polishing Cloth - Selvyt
VAP-BF-0017
Size 10"x10"
Highest quality, long-lasting, English-made polishing cloth. Its soft, velvety,
no-lint texture polishes without scratching. Use on precious jewelry,
watches, silverware & crystal. It will retain its softness & suppleness even
after repeated washings. 100% cotton.
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L

Polishing Cloth - Luster
VAP-BF-0030
Size 5"x7.5"
Cleaner than a rouge cloth. Luster Cloth is a soft, felt-like material
with special additives that remove tarnish and dirt. Plus it actually
polishes! Try it on precious metals, glass, mirrors, ceramic, even
faceted stones. It won’t scratch or stain, and it leaves your hands
clean with no chemical or rouge residue.
Perfect for cleaning and polishing your own finished jewelry and
economical enough to use as “give-aways” for your valued
customers. Measures 7-1/2" x 5". For dry use only.

M

Polishing - Rouge Cloth
VAP-BF-0031
Size 9"x11"
A double polishing cloth for removal of tarnish and for final
polishing. The inner cloth is impregnated with rouge and the outer
cloth keeps user’s hands clean and is used for final finish.

N

Mandrel-Mounted Cotton String Buff
VAP-BF-0032
Ultra-soft buff imparts superb finish on gold, especially when used
with Gesswein's Premium Red Rouge. Tufts of individual soft cotton
strings are firmly anchored in a metal hub for durability. Mounted on
a 3/32" shank for use with your flexible shaft handpiece. Measures 1"
diameter.

O

Indian Buff
Vapson Polishing Buffs are made with the finest quality weave Muslin
cloth available in the Indian market . Stitched Buffs provide a firmer
surface when used with cutting compounds. All are having leather
centre so that it holds the buff firmly on tapered polishing spindles .

P

Economy Loose white muslin Buff
VAP-BF-0018 Size : 6" x 50 Ply
VAP-BF-0019 Size : 4” x 50 Ply
VAP-BF-0020 Size : 6" x 30 Ply
VAP-BF-0021 Size : 4" x 30 Ply

Q

Economy Stitched white muslin Buff
VAP-BF-0022 Size : 6" x 50 Ply
VAP-BF-0023 Size : 4" x 50 Ply
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VAP-BF-0024 Size : 6" x 30 Ply
VAP-BF-0025 Size : 4" x 30 Ply
R Indian Stitched yellow Buff
VAP-BF-0026 Size : 6" x 50 Ply
VAP-BF-0027 Size : 4" x 50 Ply
A distinct yellow muslin buff that has been chemically
treated to a degree of stiffness that serves particularly
well for cutting with Tripoli. Lasts 2 to 3 times longer
than white muslin. Yellow Buffs are made of fineweave
muslin with combed edges.

S

Indian Felt Ring Buff with Wood
VAP-BF-0028 Size : 3" long
For cutting and polishing inside of rings and curved
surfaces. 100% wool felt is mounted on a tapered
reinforced wooden mandrel drilled for tapered spindle.

T

Indian Stitched yellow Razor Edge Buff
VAP-BF-0029 Size : 6" x 12 Ply
Specially treated fine-weave buff which imparts an
amazing finish on precious metals. It lasts much longer
than White Buffs, cuts fast and will give you an ultra-high
polish when used with Yellow Glow or rouge. The special
treatment creates a firm buff and greatly reduces wear. It
also retains compound extremely well, producing a
brighter finish than other buffs.

U

Felt Split Laps (Indian)
VAP-BF-0033 Size 6" x 1/2" Medium
VAP-BF-0034 Size 6" x 1/2" Hard
VAP-BF-0035 Size 6" x 1/2" Rock Hard
Split Laps are beveled 1" to 11.4". Slotted in 4 places to
allow the user to see the finish as the work is held on the
spinning lap (use on Split Lapping Machine).Made of
100% wool felt which has been steamed to shrink and
thicken the fibers. Pounded into specific hardness. All
with pinhole.
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V
:

Mandrel Buff Econo for Handpiece Use
VAP-BF-0040 White Muslin 1"x16Ply
Miniature muslin buffs are perfect for polishing and finishing
hard to reach places and small objects. Used with a mandrel.
Stitching: 1 Row

W

Mandrel Buff Econo for Handpiece Use
:
VAP-BF-0052 Yellow treated 1"x16 Ply
Chemkote muslin buffs with shellac centers are more
aggressive. The treated muslin helps remove surface
scratches from work. Excellent for use with tripoli and
abrasive compounds.
Stitching: 1 Row

X

PLATINUM BUFF
VAP-BF-0048 Blue Stitched 6"x50 Ply
More aggressive and longer wearing than yellow and plum
buffs. Chemically treated to be stiffer and more durable. Ideal
for cutting and polishing platinum. Optimize the effectiveness
of all platinum compounds, providing a higher polish in less
time than conventional buffs. Made of premium-weave muslin
with combed edges. Available in stitched and razor-edge
styles with leather centers. Available in highest quality thread
count of 86/80.

Y

PLATINUM BUFF
VAP-BF-0049 Blue Stitched Razor Edge 6"x12 Ply
More aggressive and longer wearing than yellow and berry
buffs. Chemically treated to be stiffer and more durable. Ideal for
cutting and polishing platinum. Leather Center

Z
Knife Edge Felts Econo
Indian
VAP-BF-0044
Size 1" Hard
VAP-BF-0045
Size 21/2" Hard
VAP-BF-0046
Size 3" Hard
VAP-BF-0047
Size 4" Hard
Tapered edges for polishing joints and crevices.
Pinhole centers. Mandrel not included.

B
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Made of steel for strenght and durability. Teeth are precision machined and uniformly spaced so cutting is accurate and smooth. Maximum
safe speed varies with bur size. Use a good lubricant to facilitate cutting and prolong tool life. All shanks measure 3/32”. Packaged in a
box of 6 and available only as multiples of Six.

A

B

C

Round Bur
VAP-BU-R005
VAP-BU-R006
VAP-BU-R008
VAP-BU-R009
VAP-BU-R010
VAP-BU-R012
VAP-BU-R014
VAP-BU-R016
VAP-BU-R018
VAP-BU-R021
VAP-BU-R023
VAP-BU-R025
VAP-BU-R027
VAP-BU-R031

0.5mm
0.6mm
0.8mm
0.9mm
1.0mm
1.2mm
1.4mm
1.6mm
1.8mm
2.1mm
2.3mm
# 024 to # 027
# 029 to # 035
# 040 to # 050

Cup Bur
VAP-BU-C008
VAP-BU-C009
VAP-BU-C010
VAP-BU-C012
VAP-BU-C014
VAP-BU-C016
VAP-BU-C018
VAP-BU-C021
VAP-BU-C023

0.8mm
0.9mm
1.0mm
1.2mm
1.4mm
1.6mm
1.8mm
2.1mm
2.3mm

Hart Bur
VAP-BU-H009
VAP-BU-H010
VAP-BU-H012
VAP-BU-H014
VAP-BU-H016

0.9mm
1.0mm
1.2mm
1.4mm
1.6mm
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VAP-BU-H018
VAP-BU-H021
VAP-BU-H023
D Krause Bur
VAP-BU-K010
VAP-BU-K012

1.8mm
2.1mm
2.3mm
1.0mm
1.2mm

E

Cone Square Cross Cut Bur
VAP-BU-T006
0.6mm
VAP-BU-T007
0.7mm
VAP-BU-T008
0.8mm
VAP-BU-T009
0.9mm
VAP-BU-T010
1.0mm
VAP-BU-T012
1.2mm

F

Twist Drills Needle Type
VAP-BU-D005
0.5mm
VAP-BU-D006
0.6mm
VAP-BU-D007
0.7mm
VAP-BU-D008
0.8mm
VAP-BU-D009
0.9mm
VAP-BU-D010
1.0mm

G

Maillefer Bur Set
VAP-BU-0001
The best swiss 24pc bur set that consists of setting
burs, pointed burs, cylinder burs etc for model makers,
removal of metal etc.

H

Bur Lubricant-Lube -Stik
VAP-BU-0002
Use on any grinding, cutting, drilling,
piercing or similar tool to speed up production
and increase tool life. Lube-Stik reduces friction
and heat buildup so that tools stay sharper,
work faster and cut smoother.
Easy to use- just run your tool
into the soft lubricant ever so often.
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I

Solid Carbide Ring Burs
VAP-BU-0005 X-Smooth 3/8" x 3/4"
VAP-BU-0012 Smooth 1/2" x 1"
Carbide heads securely brazed on heat-treated shanks.
Special diamond fluting will finish hundreds of rings.
Available with 1/8" or 1/4" shanks; please be sure you have
the proper collet.

J

Carbide Florentine Bur, Barrel
VAP-BU-0006 Cylinder Flute 1/8" x 1/2"
VAP-BU-0013 Barrel Flute 1/8" x 5/32"
VAP-BU-0014 Point Flute 1/8" x 1/2"
Solid carbide burs produce one of the deepest and brightest
finishes of any rotary tool. Outwears at least 10 carbon steel
wheels. Hundreds of normal jobs can be expected from each.
All designed to match the #16 hand liner. 1/8" shanks.

K

Porosity Remover
VAP-BU-0007 - 12 Facets 5x13 mm Coarse
VAP-BU-0008 - 18 Facets 5x13 mm Medium
VAP-BU-0009 - 36 Facets 5x13 mm Fine
VAP-BU-0010 - 18 Facets 10x7 mm Medium
VAP-BU-0011 - 36 Facets 10x7 mm Fine
The fastest tool for removing porosity on gold, platinum and
silver. Our Rotary Burnishers are patented creations made
of highly polished tungsten carbide and mounted on 3/32"
(2.35mm) shanks.
Each burnisher has a 12-, 18- or 36-facet sidewall that
produces its own unique effect on metals. The 12-facet
burnisher leaves a coarse finish and covers large pinholes
on gold & silver.
The 18-facet burnisher leaves a medium finish and covers
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moderate pinholes on all metals. The 36-facet burnisher leaves a
fine finish and covers small pinholes on all metals.
Steamers
A

VAP-CL-0001
Steam Cleaner Model G260
40% greater effective capacity than similar units on the
marked!!! *Outer cabinet is made of non corrosive stainless
steel for long life. *Low water cut-off built to ASME code.
Fastest, most efficient and most economical way to give
your jewelry that extra sparkle resulting in higher sales.
Great for removing polishing compounds,finger marks, soap
spots and other dirt. U.L. and C.S.A. approved. Built in
accordance with requirements of the ASME boiler and
pressure vessel code and bears the National Board Stamp.
Specifications:
Electricals: Single phase 220V/50HZ
Chamber Size: .33 cu.ft.
Water Capacity: 2gallons

B

VAP-CL-0002

Steam Cleaner Auto-8

There is no need to manually fill and refill with a Gesswein
"Auto-Steamer". Each model is equipped with an automatic
water feeder. Water is injected as needed into boiler while
under full pressure. Eliminates downtime, making steam
readily available.
Auto-8 has 2 steam jets.
Electrical plug is not supplied. Meets ASME CSD-1.
Specifications:
Electricals: 3 phase 415V/50Hz, 10KW
Water Capacity: 20 litres
Steam Pressure :60-85PSI
C

Steam Machines - Indian
VAP-CL-0009 Capacity : 7 Litres
VAP-CL-0024 Capacity : 9 Litres
VAP-CL-0010 Capacity : 12 Litres
Economical Steam Cleaner which offers all the features
of it’s imported counterparts
Specifications:
Electricals: Single phase 220V/50Hz
Water Capacity: 1.5gallons
Steam Pressure :70-80PSI
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D

Ultrasonic Cleaning Solution
VAP-CL-0008
Ultrasonic Solution Brite
Brite is moderately alkaline and is best suited for cleaning
plain or stone-set rings (excluding delicate stones). Ideal for
gold, silver and platinum as well as copper and brass. Perfect
for everyday use in the retail store or repair shop.

E

Steam Cleaner Powder
VAP-CL-0011
For removing rust and mineral deposits from boiler chamber
of steam cleaner. The 4 oz. bottle is sufficient for one cleaning,
which should be done once a week.

F

BCR Plus
VAP-CL-0012
New stronger formula BCR for your toughest cleaning jobs.
Works effectively on gold, platinum, silver, steel, stainless
steel, zinc, magnesium, brass, copper and aluminum.
Concentrated: use between 3% and 20% by volume
depending on extent of compound buildup. Exceptional
rinsability eliminates hand wiping, streaking and
discoloration. Comes in 1-gallon EZ pour plastic jug. Also
available in 5-gallon, 15-gallon and 51-gallon containers.

G

Long-Reach Tweezers
VAP-CL-0013
Made of stainless steel, ideal for holding pieces that are being
cleaned. Heat-resistant plastic-covered tips, for firm grip on
workpiece without scratching. Measures 10" long.

CLEANING :
Ultrasonic Cleaners:
Cleaning effectiveness and reliability are the 2 most
important factors to consider when choosing an ultrasonic
cleaner. Vapson ultrasonics offer superior cleaning
capability due to an advanced circuitry design. This means
your suspended parts are cleaned quickly and evenly
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throughout the tank, not just in the centre.Compare our units
with others and you will see the difference.
STANDARD MODELS AVAILABLE:
1. Type 3.5LTR : Item#VAP-CL-0003
DIMENSIONS- 6x6x6inches - 120Watts
Ultra Mode from bottom of tank.

2. Type 10LTR : Item#VAP-CL-0004
DIMENSIONS- 12x8x6inches - 250Watts
Ultra Mode from bottom of tank.

3. Type 11LTR : Item#VAP-CL-0005
DIMENSIONS- 12x8X7inches - 500Watts
Ultra Mode from side and bottom of tank.
Cleans faster and detects loose set stones.

4. Type 20LTR : Item#VAP-CL-0006
DIMENSIONS- 18x13x6inches - 500Watts
Ultra Mode from bottom of tank.

5. Type 30LTR : Item#VAP-CL-0007
DIMENSIONS- 18x13x9inches - 500Watts
Ultra Mode from bottom of tank.

ULTRASONIC RING RACKS: VAP-CL-0014
Plastic coated wire rings racks are available
with approx.2” long hooks.
STEELEX K-20 - CLEANER: VAP-CL-0015
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COMPUTER IMAGING SYSTEM

VAP-CI-0004
Medalight Mini Stuio
This mini photo studio provides a versatile 5000oK
lighting environment for shooting your jewelry. With
its compact size and multiple adjustable lights
sources, it gives you the flexibility you need to work
with a wide range of jewelry compositions - without
taking up too much valuable workspacea. Fits on just
about any small tabletop (30" x 30" area required).
Features 17" x 23" imaging platform, durable
shooting table frame, translucent diffusion tabletop
(attaches to frame), innovative 48/32W bottom/rear
lighting unit, 48W large fluorescent light panel and
two 32W small fluorescent light panels with barndoor reflectors. Comes complete with removable
diffusion material for hard, soft or mixed lighting, top
light stand with boom arm, two swing-arm light
mounts and all necessary mounting hardware.
Electrical : 220V.
VAP-CI-0005 Sparkling Led light
Now add sparkle to your diamonds while photo
shooting by ordering our Led Light. Sold separately.
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ELECTROPLATING
A.

Dip Plating Machine :
Size 1Litre x 3Baths : Item#VAP-EP-0001
Size 2Litre x 3Baths : Item#VAP-EP-0002
Size 5-8Litre x 3Baths :Item#VAP-EP-0003
Our compact, self contained bench top unit takes care of all
your plating needs with ease. Vapson plating machine
includes a fully variable 6 A , 10A or 25A, 0-12V rectifier
with electronic controls,automatic heater,3 Borosil Glass
Beakers ,1Stainless Steel Anode, 1Platinum Clad anode
and anode/cathode bars. Housing is made of corrosion
resistant PVC.
You can electroclean your jewelry in the first tank, rinse,
then plate it with gold,rhodium, copper in the next tanks.

B. Pen Plater Machine :
1. Model With Digital Voltage Readout :
Item#VAP-EP-0005
Create exciting 2-tone effects and make touch-up repairs.
powerful and compact rectifier with fibre tipped pen
designed for easy,pinpoint Plating. Customize jewellery
with different colours. Comes complete with Anode Pen
and Black Lead Wire Alligator clip Smooth jaw(cathode).
C. Lacquer for Masking :
Item#VAP-EP-0006
Plate only where you choose to plate. Specially formulated
lacquer prevents plating to adhere to the lacquered surface.
Can be easily removed with acetone,lacquer thinner or steam
cleaning.
D. Pen Plater Extra's :
1. Pen for Plating :
VAP-EP-0007
2. Alligator Clip :
VAP-EP-0008
3. Tips Fine :
VAP-EP-0009 (white/brown)
4. Tips Regular :
VAP-EP-0010 (white)
5. Tips Fine Point Chisel
VAP-EP-0011
6. Tips Double-Ended Brown
VAP-EP-0012
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D. Magnetic Stirrer with hot plage
Item#VAP-EP-0011
Can be used additionally with rhodium
plating bath for giving uniform agitation
during plating process.
NOTE:
Information on Rhodium Plating Solutions
popularly used in the market. You can purchase
them directly from the authorised agencies. We
recommend below for use with our machines.
White Rh f/Bath Plating - J2/J1/TD/Pandora
White Rh f/Pen : 270/271/Pandora
Black Rh f/Pen : 275
Black Rh f/Bath : 470
Black Ru f/Bath : 474
Gold Baths : 101 to 150 Auruna
Gold f/Pen : 263
Rose Greyish f/Pen : 264
Degreasing Powder Indian :UF 60
Degreasing Powder Imp.:Degussa 6030
Platinised Anode Imp :
Degussa Small 1.5”x4” appx.
Degussa Big 3”x4”appx.
Stainless Steel Anode :Indian
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FINDINGS
1

We are pleased to offer you the World's best quality. Findings & Settings
manufactured by
Leach & Garner -USA and Keystone USA.
1.

Friction Clutches (Earnuts)
in 10-14-18K Yellow & White.

2.

Soldering Posts With bullet end and Notch
in 10-14-18K Yellow & White.

3.

Threaded Clutches (Earnuts)
in 14-18K Yellow & White.

4.

Threaded Posts 100 Threads/Inch
in 14-18K Yellow & White.

5.

Bracelet Snaps - Single & Double
in 10KW,14KW and 18KW.

6.

Lobster Claws & Spring Rings
in 18KY .

2

3

4

7.

5

Omega Clips Lightweight & Standard
Weight in 14-18K Yellow & White .
6

Note: Lever Backs and other findings to have been added to our stock
list. 4Customer specifics made available on request!!
Please find below our selection of the most popular die-struck settings
which have been made available ex-stock for your immediate
requirements.
7

1.

4.97
1-1/2

Four Prong Round Low w/Peg
in 14KW and 18KW
DIA SZ
1/4
DWT PC
.15
MM HGT
5.10
DIA SZ
2ct

.05
1/3
.09
.17
4.36
5.10
1/2

.07
3/8
.09
.17
4.36
5/8

.09

1/8

3/16

.10

.10

.13

4.65

4.62

4.77

3/4

1ct

1-1/4
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DWT PC .22
.30
.44
.51

.24
.33
.47
MM HGT
7.31

7.05
2.

3/8

7.6x3.3
5.26

15x7
7.60

5.49

5.74

6.15

6.72

Six Prong Round Low w/Peg
in 14KW and 18KW
DIA SZ
1/3
DWT PC
.17
MM HGT
5.10
DIA SZ
2ct
DWT PC
.51
MM HGT
7.31

1/2

3.

5.23

.05
3/8
.09
.17
4.36
5.10
1/2

.07

.09

1/8

3/16

1/4

.09

.10

.10

.13

.15

4.36

4.65

4.62

4.77

4.97

5/8

3/4

1ct

1-1/4

1-

.22

.24

.30

.33

.44

.47

5.23

5.49

5.74

6.15

6.72

7.05

Straight Prong Marquise w/Peg
in 14KW and 18KW
DIA SZ
1/2
DWT PC
.24
MM SIZE
8x3.5
MM HGT
5.38
DIA SZ
3ct
DWT PC
.62
MM SIZE
15.5x8
MM HGT
8.00

1/10
5/8
.13
.25
4.25x2.2
8.6x4
4.23
5.64
3/4
4ct
.32
.71
9.3x4.5
16.5x8.5
5.90
8.70

1/8

1/5

1/4

1

.18
.27
5.5x2.5

.19

.20

.22

6x3

7x3

7.3x3.25

4.74

4.87

5.00

5.13

1ct
5ct
.33
.80
10x5

1-1/4

1-1/2

2ct

.41

.45

.50

11x5.25

12x5.5

13x6

6.03

6.23

6.56

6.92

/

3

VAPSON

YOUR SOURCE FOR GOLD FINDINGS
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GRAVERS & FILES

vallorbe & Gesswein
SWISS
NO
WS - L = 80 mm

A = mm

Ref./Ref./ Ref../Ref.
HSS - L = 65 mm

FLAT EDGE
NO 2
LO0401-2-WS
NO 4
LO0401-4-WS
NO 6
LO0401-6-WS
NO 8
LO0401-8-WS
NO 10
LO0401-10-WS
NO 12
LO0401-12-WS
NO 14
LO0401-14-WS
NO 16
LO0401-16-WS
NO 18
LO0401-18-WS
NO 20
LO0401-20-WS
NO 24
LO0401-24-WS

0.2

LO0401-2-HSS

0.4

LO0401-4-HSS

0.6

LO0401-6-HSS

0.8

LO0401-8-HSS

1.0

LO0401-10-HSS

1.2

LO0401-12-HSS

1.4

LO0401-14-HSS

1.6

LO0401-16-HSS

1.8

LO0401-18-HSS

2.0

LO0401-20-HSS

2.4

LO0401-24-HSS

0.2

LO0402-2-HSS

ROUND EDGE
NO 2
LO0402-2-WS
NO 4
LO0402-4-WS
NO 6
LO0402-6-WS
NO 8
LO0402-8-WS
NO 10
LO0402-10-WS
NO 12
LO0402-12-WS
NO 14
NO 16
LO0402-16-WS
NO 18
NO 20
LO0402-20-WS
NO 24

0.4

LO0402-4-HSS

0.6

LO0402-6-HSS

0.8

LO0402-8-HSS

1.0

LO0402-10-HSS

1.2

LO0402-12-HSS

1.4
1.6

LO0402-14-WS
LO0402-16-HSS

1.8
2.0

LO0402-18-WS
LO0402-20-HSS

2.4

LO0402-24-WS
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vallorbe & Gesswein
SWISS

NO
WS - L = 80 mm

A = mm

Ref./Ref./ Ref../Ref.
HSS - L = 65 mm

ONGLETTE ( POINT)

NO 5/0
LO0403-5/0-WS
NO 4/0
LO0403-4/0-WS
NO 3/0
LO0403-3/0-WS
NO 2/0
LO0403-2/0-WS
NO 0
LO0403-0-WS
NO 1
LO0403-1-WS
NO 2
LO0403-2-WS
NO 3
LO0403-3-WS
NO 4
LO0403-4-WS
NO 5
LO0403-5-WS
NO 6
LO0403-6-WS
NO 7
LO0403-7-WS
NO 8
LO0403-8-WS

1.16

LO0403-5/0-HSS

1.24

LO0403-4/0-HSS

1.3Q5

LO0403-3/0-HSS

1.45

LO0403-2/0-HSS

1.58

LO0403-0-HSS

1.78

LO0403-1-HSS

1.94

LO0403-2-HSS

2.16

LO0403-3-HSS

2.54

LO0403-4-HSS

2.74

LO0403-5-HSS

2.94

LO0403-6-HSS

3.14

LO0403-7-HSS

3.36

LO0403-8-HSS

2.0

LO0406-20-HSS

KNIFE EDGE

NO 20
LO0406-20-WS
NO 22
LO0406-22-WS
NO 24
LO0406-24-WS
NO 26
LO0406-26-WS
NO 28
LO0406-28-WS
NO 30
LO0406-30-WS
NO 32
LO0406-32-WS

2.2

LO0406-22-HSS

2.4

LO0406-24-HSS

2.6

LO0406-26-HSS

2.8

LO0406-28-HSS

3.0

LO0406-30-HSS

3.2

LO0406-32-HSS
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vallorbe
SWISS

L = mm 1
AxB
PILLAR
100 mm LA2401-100-4
3.5 x 0.9
140 mm LA2401-140-4
4.8 x 1.1 mm
160 mm LA2401-160-4
5.4 x 1.2 mm
200 mm LA2401-200-4
6.5 x 1.3 mm
HALFROUND
100 mm LA2402-100-4
3.8 X 1.1 mm
140 mm LA2402-140-4
5.1 x 1.5 mm
160 mm LA2402-160-4
5.6 x 1.7 mm
200 mm LA2402-200-4
6.3 x 2 mm
CROSSING
100 mm LA2403-100-4
3.8 X 1.1 mm
140 mm LA2403-140-4
5.1 x 1.5 mm
160 mm LA2403-160-4
5.6 x 1.7 mm
200 mm LA2403-200-4
6.3 x 2 mm
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vallorbe
SWISS

L = mm 1
AxB
KINFE
100 mm LA2405-100-4
4 x 1.1 mm
140 mm LA2405-140-4
5 x 1.4 mm
160 mm LA2405-160-4
5.4 x 1.5 mm
200 mm LA2405-200-4
6.4 x 1.8 mm
WARDING
100 mm LA2406-100-4
3.4 x 0.9 mm
140 mm LA2406-140-4
4.8 x 1.1 mm
160 mm LA2406-160-4
5.4 x 1.2 mm
200 mm LA2406-200-4
6.5 x 1.4 mm
THREE SQAURE
100 mm
2.8 mm
140 mm
3.5 mm
160 mm
3.8 mm
200 mm
4.4 mm

LA2407-100-4
LA2407-140-4
LA2407-160-4
LA2407-200-4
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vallorbe
SWISS

L = mm 1
AxB
SQUARE
100 mm
1.7 mm
140 mm
2.2 mm
160 mm
2.4 mm
200 mm
2.8 mm

LA2408-100-4
LA2408-140-4
LA2408-160-4
LA2408-200-4

OVAL
100 mm LA2409-100-4
2.6 x 1.8 mm
140 mm LA2409-140-4
3.5 x 2.4 mm
160 mm LA2409-160-4
3.9 x 2.5 mm
200 mm LA2409-200-4
4.4 x 2.9
ROUND
100 mm
2.1 mm
140 mm
2.8 mm
160 mm
2.9 mm
200 mm
3.5 mm

LA2410-100-4
LA2410-140-4
LA2410-160-4
LA2410-200-4
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Swiss Pattern Files: Hand 6" & 8"
Swiss Pattern Precision Files are manufactured to strict production standards, utilizing
both machine cutting and fine hand craftsmanship to produce the most accurate and
durable files on the market today. Made of tough chrome alloy steel, precisely tempered to
cut sharper and last longer than any other files. Swiss Pattern Precision Files offer
outstanding performance on both soft and hard metals – including platinum.
Each file is measured in length from the point where the teeth cross to the end of the file.
The handle section (tang) is not considered in the file length. All measurements are in
inches.

Swiss Pattern Files: Half-Round 6" & 8"
Swiss Pattern Precision Files are manufactured to strict production standards, utilizing
both machine cutting and fine hand craftsmanship to produce the most accurate and
durable files on the market today. Made of tough chrome alloy steel, precisely tempered to
cut sharper and last longer than any other files. Swiss Pattern Precision Files offer
outstanding performance on both soft and hard metals – including platinum.
Each file is measured in length from the point where the teeth cross to the end of the file.
The handle section (tang) is not considered in the file length. All measurements are in
inches.
Swiss Pattern Files: Three-Square 6" & 8"
Swiss Pattern Precision Files are manufactured to strict production standards, utilizing
both machine cutting and fine hand craftsmanship to produce the most accurate and
durable files on the market today. Made of tough chrome alloy steel, precisely tempered to
cut sharper and last longer than any other files. Swiss Pattern Precision Files offer
outstanding performance on both soft and hard metals – including platinum.
Each file is measured in length from the point where the teeth cross to the end of the file.
The handle section (tang) is not considered in the file length. All measurements are in
inches.
kk
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LOCAL PRODUCTS
1

VAP-LP-0001
Tweezer Solder
Fibre Bent
/Straight

2

VAP-LP-0002
Tweezer No.3

3

VAP-LP-0003
Tweezer No.12

4

VAP-LP-0004
Gas Torch 1862

5

VAP-LP-0005
Gas Torch Mini

10 VAP-LP-0010
Dapping Block
SS 2 1/2"
11 VAP-LP-0011
Dapping Block
SS 3"
12 VAP-LP-0012
Cutter Mirror

13 VAP-LP-0013
Cutter Piegeon

14 VAP-LP-0014
Domjur Plier

6

VAP-LP-0006
Gas Torch 3485

15 VAP-LP-0015
Solder Water
100ml

7

VAP-LP-0007
Burner Mix

16 VAP-LP-0016
Solder Water
200ml

8

9

VAP-LP-0008
Torch Laxmi
2012

VAP-LP-0009
Torch Laxmi 2

17 VAP-LP-0017
Solder Water
400ml
18 VAP-LP-0018
Hammer
Goldsmith 1
kk
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19 VAP-LP-0019
Hammer
Goldsmith 2

28 VAP-LP-0028
Mini Motor

20 VAP-LP-0020
Hammer
Goldsmith 3

29 VAP-LP-0029
Tree Die 3 in 1

21 VAP-LP-0021
Hammer
Goldsmith 4
22 VAP-LP-0022
Ingot Mold

23 VAP-LP-0023
Ring Rod 8"

24 VAP-LP-0024
SS Scoop No 5

25 VAP-LP-0025
Blow Pipe

30 VAP-LP-0030
Crucible 1Kg
Econo

31 VAP-LP-0031
Copper Balls

32 VAP-LP-0032
Screw Plate 6 Hole

33 VAP-LP-0033
Screw Plate 7 Hole
34 VAP-LP-0034
Screw Plate 8 Hole

26 VAP-LP-0026
Mini Motor
Stand

35 VAP-LP-0035
Saw Frame Black

27 VAP-LP-0027
Mini Motor
Stand H & V

36 VAP-LP-0036
Brush MT 1
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37 VAP-LP-0037
Brush MT 2

38 VAP-LP-0038
Brush MT 2 1/2

39 VAP-LP-0039
Brush MT 3

40 VAP-LP-0040
Tweezer No.9

41 VAP-LP-0041
Tweezer No.10

46 VAP-LP-0046
Wire Set (Gabli)

47 VAP-LP-0047
Dalux Red Compd

48 VAP-LP-0048
Felt Knife Edge
2 1/2inch Econo
49 VAP-LP-0049
Jantri Patti Round

50 VAP-LP-0050
Jantri Patti Triangle

51 VAP-LP-0051
Jantri Patti Oval
42 VAP-LP-0043
Doming Block
Brass

43 VAP-LP-0044
Asbestos

52 VAP-LP-0052
Brass Brush Rd
( Pittal Chakkar)
53 VAP-LP-0053
Hammer Handle

44 VAP-LP-0045
HAMMER NYLON
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VJ PRODUCTS
1

VAP-VJ-0001
Surgical Blade
Handle

9

2

VAP-VJ-0002
Pakka Tisri (D)

10 VAP-VJ-0014
Hex Loupe
Rubber
Grip Alu 10X

3

VAP-VJ-0003
Diamond Bur
Set

4

5

VAP-VJ-0004
Micro Soldering
St. Krish-on
VAP-VJ-0005
Micro Soldering
St. Pen

6

VAP-VJ-0006
Copper Tweezer

7

VAP-VJ-0007
Gola Drill
Brass Heavy

8

VAP-VJ-0008
Hand Drill
Machine

VAP-VJ-0013
Hex Loupe
Triplet 10X

11 VAP-VJ-0016
Germany Eye
Glass 8X
12 VAP-VJ-0017
Germany Eye
Glass 10X
13 VAP-VJ-0018
Germany Eye
Glass 12X
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14 VAP-VJ-0020
SS Round Plier
Blue

21 VAP-VJ-0046
Black wax

15 VAP-VJ-0021
SS Round Plier
Green
16 VAP-VJ-0022
SS Round Plier
Black
17 VAP-VJ-0023
SS Nose Chain
Plier Green

22 VAP-VJ-0043
Brass Nozzel
Medium
23 VAP-VJ-0044
Brass Nozzel Big

18 VAP-VJ-0024
SS Nose Chain
Plier Red

19 VAP-VJ-0027
SS Side Cutter
Green
20 VAP-VJ-0028
SS Side Cutter
Red
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RECOVERY
A

Settling Tank w/Automatic Drainage
VAP-RC-0001
Model 1-Tap
VAP-RC-0002
Model 2- Tap
VAP-RC-0003
Model 3-Tap
Precious Metal Recovery System with Automatic Filter
This automatic hand-wash sink solves the problem of
precious metal recovery from your workshop’s soapy water.
Vapson’s special system recovers metal through inexpensive
cartridge filters which can be easily replaced and burned.
A powerful 500W motor pumps water through the system
at a rate of 30 liters per minute (much faster than other
models on the market today). The perfectly watertight
covered tank and Vapson’s quick filtering provide the
added benefit of eliminating liquid stagnation and its
accompanying odors. The sink is built entirely of stainless
steel and corrosion-resistant material.
Chrome-plated taps for water.
All models feature an indicator gauge for filter replacement.

B

Replacement Filter Cartridge
VAP-RC-0004
Filter Cartridge String 5 Micron 10"
VAP-RC-0005
Filter Cartridge String 10 Micron 10"
VAP-RC-0006
Filter Cartridge String 5 Micron 20"
VAP-RC-0007
Filter Cartridge String 10 Micron 20"
VAP-RC-0008
Filter Cartridge Spun 1 Micron 20"
Filters ensure that maximum recovery of
smaller gold fines are collected.

C

FLOORINGS FOR GOLD RECOVERY :
VAP-RC -0009
Size : 6” x 12”
Recover precious metal from your workshop/ factory every day with our innovative
Floorings .
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Technical specifi cations

VAP-W220 laser spot welder
Model

VAP-W220

Characteristics
Wavelength

1064nm

Laser pulse
0.5 Hz -20 Hz
frequency
Max.laser output
200W
power
Pulse energy

120J

Min.melt pool

0.1mm

Wel ding depth

0.05mm-6mm

Laser pulse wi dth

0.2ms-10ms

Spot size

0.2mm-2mm

Power consumed

<9 KW

Power supply

220V/single phase/50Hz/30A

Protective gas

One channel

Microscope

15X microscope

Dimensions(length x width x height)
Main frame

100mm x 480mm x 1080mm

Cooling system

400mm x 350mm x 880mm
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With PUK 111 and PUK 2 you can:
•
Weld gold, silver, platinum, palladium and all precious metal alloys, plus stainless steel, titanium,
bronze, copper and tin alloys.
•

Weld findings without using binding wire or plaster.

•

Weld without damaging heat-sensitive stones.

•

Repair porosity in castings by adding metal of the same karat.

•

Repair settings and retip prongs.

•

Weld different metals together without solder.

•

Fix parts prior to soldering with tack (temporary) welds.

•

Repair work channels by adding wire.

•

Weld titanium and stainless steel eyeglass frames.

Which PUK welder is best for my work?
If you weld mostly gold, platinum or stainless steel, you should use PUK 111. It will also weld small pieces of
silver such as findings.
If more than 20% of what you weld is silver, or if you frequently weld large pieces of silver, you should use
PUK 2. For production work, PUK 2 features a speed control that allows you to work faster. With its
enhanced impulse length, PUK 2 makes deeper welds on large pieces such as men's rings.
Why is PUK 2 better for silver?
Silver is an excellent conductor. PUK 2 applies extra power to compensate for silver's natural tendency to
dissipate the electronic charge. All welds are strong and permanent.
What is the learning curve for PUK welders?
We suggest you spend 30 minutes practicing welds on scrap material. The most common beginner's
mistake is using a power setting that is too high, so start at low power and increase as needed. It won't be
long before you get a feel for the correct power setting.
Specifications:
Electrical:
available)
Dimensions:
Controller:
5-1/2"H
Optic Unit:
viewscreen, 38" arm
Handpiece:
Inert Gas:

PUK 111
110V or 220V, 50/60Hz

PUK 2
110V (220V also

5-1/2"W x 11"D x 5-1/2"H

8"W x 11-1/2"D x

3-1/2"W x 1-1/2"H viewscreen, 38"

3-1/2"W x 1-1/2"H

arm reach
5" long
Requires argon gas tank to prevent
oxidation at weld point
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TUMBLING
A

Magnetic Polisher Indian Automatic Reverse/Forward
VAP-TM-0001 - Magnetic Polisher 8" bowl
VAP-TM-0002 - Magnetic Polisher 12" bowl
Our Magnetic tumblers reach into and polish all those tiny
areas other tumblers can’t. Fully automatic, just put shot,
jewelry, water & burnishing compound into the bowl, set the
automatic shut off timer (1-60min.), and press the On button.
In as fast as 30minutes, you have clean, brilliant jewelry!! Now
available in 2 sizes so you can select the one that will suit your
production needs. Remarkably quiet too.Both units include:
0.5mm x 0.5mm stainless steel pins,burnishing compound, bowl
& cover.
Capacity(of parts)- 60 to 80 (8") & 150 - 200 (12") Speed-02300rpm Motor: 3/4HP and 1 HP

B

Magnetic polisher Indian Manual Reverse/Forward
VAP-TM-0003 - Magnetic Polisher 8" bowl
VAP-TM-0004 - Acrylic Bowl 8" for Mag.
Polisher
VAP-TM-0005 - Acrylic Bowl 12"for Mag. Polisher
Our most economical Magnetic Polisher manufactured under
strict quality controls and workmanship here in India itself with
a manual switch for both forward and reverse directions,
varaible speed control knob and timer for cycle time.
Capacity(of parts)- 60 to 80; Speed-0-2300rpm Motor: 3/4HP
C

VAP-TM-0006
Burnishing Compound Gesswein
Specially formulated chemistry for use with stainless pins and
shots. Use just 1/2tsp. per 6” diameter bowl in Magnetic
Tumbler. Non-toxic, non hazardous. Available in 1qt plastic
bottle.

D

S.S Pins Gesswein
VAP-TM-0007
Size 0.3
VAP-TM-0008
Size 0.5
Rod shape in 2 diameters to reach into and polish the tiniest
small details and settings without lodging.All 5mm long.Blunt
ends.Also available:
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Specifications
Specifications

Input Power Source

VAP-411

AC100V-240V 50/60Hz

*AMP 120W

*FUSE 4A

*Weight(kg) 1.10

*Temperature : IndoorTemperature~1200C
*Dimension(mm) : W192 / D114 / H80
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Galloni Digital Vacuum Wax Injection System
Increases production by up to 50% over
handheld injection!
VAP-WT-0056
This state-of-the-art digital vacuum wax injection
system with integral clamp and pressure controller
compensates for shrinkage during injection by means
of a unique proportional pressure injection system.
As the mold fills with wax, injection pressure is
adjusted to expand the soft surface of the pattern,
keeping the mold cavity filled to capacity and greatly
reducing shrinkage. Helps eliminate sink from large
patterns and reduces shrink in all patterns.
Choose from manual and automatic modes of
operation. Following parameters can be individually
set and saved in memory for each mold: wax
temperature, nozzle temperature, vacuum time,
injection time, initial injection pressure, proportional
injection pressure, clamp holding time, clamp mold pressure and clamp forward-movement pressure.
The Digital Pressure Controller with preprogrammed touch-screen allows pressure to be adjusted instantly in
PSI or bar. The Auto Clamp produces perfect wax patterns that are consistent in weight. Accommodates up to
31.4" x 31.2" x 11.4" (80 x 90 x 30mm) rubber molds. System can operate in English, Spanish, French and
Italian. CE approved. Requires air compressor and vacuum pump.
Specifications:
Wax Capacity
Electrical
Dimensions
Injector
Auto Clamp
Net Wt.

7-1/2 lbs. (3.5kg)
220V, 1 Ph, 750W, 50/60Hz
5"W x 103.4"D x 153.4"H (380 x 270 x 400mm)
61.4"W x 91.2"D x 9"H (160 x 240 x 230mm)
61-3/4 lbs.

W&W Vacuum Wax Injection System VAP-WT-0057
THE COMPLETE SYSTEM CAN DOUBLE THE PRODUCTIVITY AND OPERATOR BY MAKING
DEFECT-FREE WAX PATTERN.
Incontrol vacuum wax injector along with the digital
techtrol pro auto clamp, pressure controller and vacuum
pump to deliver consistent, repeatable, best finish wax
patterns.
Draws air out of the mold before injection, eliminating the
air bubbles and voids defects.
Vacuum time can be varied for different patterns.

kk
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Immediately after vacuuming, wax is injected into the mold, injection time is preset for each mold by the
operator.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Contains vacuum wax injector, digital techtrol pro auto clamp and pressure controller, vacuum pump.
W&W NEW! DIGITAL INCONTROL VACUUM WAX INJECTOR

VAP-WT-0058

INTRODUCING A NEW AGE DIGITAL, MORE FUNCTION VACUUM WAX INJECTOR
Digital incontrol-vacuum wax injector designed inject consistent, repeatable wax patterns. Draw air out
of the mold before inject the wax, eliminating the air bubbles and voids all cause pattern defects and
shrinkage increase.

QUALITY DIGITAL CONTROLLED
1. Single injection pressure controlled (to be use in
manually with vacuum wax injector).
2. Temperature accuracy ¡Ó 1¢K for wax pot and
nozzle controlled.
3. Injection time and vacuum time controlled.
4. Single or double pressures inject per one injection
controlled (to be combined with our digital
thchtrol
auto-clamp and pressure controller in auto
matically work system).
5. Counts each day of total production rate
SPECIFICATIONS
Power
Air pressure:
Temperature range:
Vacuum:
Wax capacity:
Overall dimensions:
Net weight:
Shipping weight:

220V~240VAC 5 AMP
30 psi maximum (air compressor not supplied)
103¢K (40¢J) ~ 211¢K (99.99¢J)
High vacuum 27hg or higher (vacuum pump order separately)
6 lbs (2.7 kg) net (vacuum tank not placed in the center of the wax
tank, more wax capacity than other brand.)
21½"W x 15" D x 17½"H (546mm x 381mm x 445mm)
50.6 lbs (23 kgs)
57.2 lbs (26 kgs)
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Wooden Holder

File Holder (Plastic Handle)
Item Code :-VAP-L-WHO01

Miligrain Graver
Item Code :- VAP-L-WHO04

Graver Wooden Handle
Mushroom Type
Item Code :-VAP-L-WHO07

Graver Pear Shape
Item Code :-VAP-L-WHO02

Wooden File Holder
Item Code :-VAP-L-WHO05

Wooden Holder Round Pin Vise
Item Code :- VAP-L-WHO08

Graver White Handle
Item Code :-VAP-L-WHO03

Miligrain Graver Chuck
Item Code :-VAP-L-WHO06

Wooden Holder Mushroom Pin Vise
Item Code :-VAP-L-WHO09

Wooden File Holder (Special)
Item Code :-VAP-L-WHO10

Order Now!

Call Sales On | 022-67023445/46
www.vapson.com | kk@vapson.com
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